Performance of a Defect-Mapping Microperimetry Approach for Characterizing Progressive Changes in Deep Scotomas
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Purpose: To examine whether a microperimetry testing strategy based on quantifying the spatial extent of functional abnormalities (termed “defect-mapping” strategy) could improve the detection of progressive changes in deep scotomas compared to the conventional thresholding strategy.

Methods: A total of 30 healthy participants underwent two microperimetry examinations, each using the defect-mapping and thresholding strategies at the first visit to examine the test–retest variability of each method. Testing was performed using an isotropic stimulus pattern centered on the optic nerve head (ONH), which acted as a model of a deep scotoma. These tests were repeated at a second visit, except using a smaller stimulus pattern and thereby increasing the proportion of test locations falling within the ONH (to simulate the progressive enlargement of a deep scotoma). The extent of change detected between visits relative to measurement variability was compared between the two strategies.

Results: Relative to their effective dynamic ranges, the test–retest variability of the defect-mapping strategy (1.8%) was significantly lower compared to the thresholding strategy (3.3%; P < 0.001). The defect-mapping strategy also captured a significantly greater extent of change between visits relative to variability (-4.70 t^-1) compared to the thresholding strategy (2.74 t^-1; P < 0.001).

Conclusions: A defect-mapping microperimetry testing strategy shows promise for capturing the progressive enlargement of deep scotomas more effectively than the conventional thresholding strategy.

Translational Relevance: Microperimetry testing with the defect-mapping strategy could provide a more accurate clinical trial outcome measure for capturing progressive changes in deep scotomas in eyes with atrophic retinal diseases, warranting further investigations.

Introduction

A major challenge in the evaluation of new treatments for eyes with atrophic age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and inherited retinal diseases (IRDs) is the lack of clinical outcome measures that can accurately capture disease progression. As a result, large and lengthy clinical trials are often needed to be sufficiently powered to detect clinically meaningful treatment effects, especially given the often slowly progressive nature of these conditions.

Therefore, better clinical outcome measures, especially functional outcome measures (which are preferred by regulatory authorities over anatomic outcome measures1), are urgently needed to improve the feasibility of evaluating new treatments for atrophic AMD and IRDs.

Fundus-tracked perimetry, typically referred to as “microperimetry,” is a technique with the potential to address this need. With this technique, measurements of luminance increment sensitivity are obtained at specific retinal locations by using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope to visualize the retina throughout the fundus.
the examination. Microperimetry has been used increasingly in recent years as an outcome measure in clinical trials, or being evaluated in observational studies in preparation for clinical trials, for atrophic AMD and IRDs.

Conventionally, microperimetry testing involves using a thresholding strategy to obtain measurements of visual sensitivity through sampling each location multiple times with different stimulus intensities. With this approach, however, only a limited number of locations can be sampled when seeking to maintain reasonable test durations. Such an approach may suboptimally capture the progressive enlargement of atrophic or degenerative changes occurring in eyes with atrophic AMD and IRDs, and an approach based on quantifying the spatial extent of functional abnormalities may allow disease progression to be better characterized.

As such, we sought to determine whether a testing strategy that quantifies the spatial extent of functional abnormalities (which we termed a “defect-mapping” strategy) could allow progressive enlargement of deep scotomas to be better characterized than the conventional thresholding strategy. To examine this, we used the optic nerve head (ONH) of healthy participants as a model of a deep scotoma (in a similar manner as we had performed previously in a proof-of-principle study of this approach.

**Methods**

This study was approved by the human research ethics committee of the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital (RVEEH) and was conducted in adherence with the Declaration of Helsinki, with all participants providing written informed consent after an explanation of the study.

**Participants**

This study included healthy participants over 18 years old, and they were required to be free from any ocular or systemic conditions that could affect visual function (e.g., amblyopia or multiple sclerosis) or cognition (e.g., stroke); participants were allowed to have peripapillary atrophy, except if it was caused by ocular pathology (such as pathologic myopia). Participants who were taking any medication known to affect visual function (e.g., hydroxychloroquine), or who had any physical or mental impairment that prevented them from participating in this study or from providing informed consent were excluded from this study.

**Microperimetry Testing**

All microperimetry examinations were performed using the Macular Integrity Assessment (MAIA; CenterVue, Padova, Italy) device without pupillary dilation. Details about the device used in this study have been described previously, but briefly: Goldmann Size III stimuli (0.43 in diameter) were presented for 200 ms against a background of 1.27 cd/m², with the maximum and minimum luminance of the stimuli that could be presented being 318 cd/m² and 1.35 cd/m², respectively (thus, providing a 36 dB dynamic range of differential contrast). Stimulus presentations at precise retinal locations were enabled by using a line-scanning laser ophthalmoscope with an infrared illumination system to track the fundus at 25 frames per second. Only one eye was examined in this study, and the study eye was selected at random.

In this study, two different test strategies for characterizing deep scotomas were evaluated: (1) a 4-2 staircase thresholding strategy and (2) a defect-mapping strategy, which involved single presentations of 10 dB stimuli at each location. Two tests for each testing strategy were performed during each visit (using the follow-up option to enable retesting at the same locations on the second test), alternating the strategy used for the four tests and randomizing which test strategy was performed first. These tests were performed again at a second visit using a smaller stimulus pattern to evaluate their performance at capturing simulated progressive changes in deep scotomas. During the first visit, an isotropic stimulus pattern consisting of 36 points that covered a 10° × 10° region (interstimulus spacing of 2°) centered on the ONH was used when evaluating the threshold strategy. A similar stimulus pattern consisting of 169 points covering the same region (interstimulus spacing of 0.83°) was used when evaluating the defect-mapping strategy, which provided a similar test duration to the tests performed using the threshold strategy. This was to ensure that the two testing strategies were compared equivalently, as the accuracy of the results are dependent on the amount of time spent on obtaining the measurements. On the second visit, the same stimulus patterns were used and also centered on the ONH (differences in positioning from the first visit would have a minimal impact given that the stimulus pattern covers the entire ONH), with the exception that the test locations covered a 9° × 9° region instead (interstimulus spacing of 1.8° and 0.75°).
for the threshold and defect-mapping strategies, respectively). This modification increases the proportion of test locations that fell within the ONH, which simulates what might occur with the progressive enlargement of a deep scotoma. The stimulus patterns used are illustrated in Figure 1.

Identical verbal instructions then were given to all participants regarding how to perform in the microperimetry test, and a short practice test using the threshold strategy was performed if the participant had not previously performed perimetry testing. The reliability for each test was assessed by the frequency of false-positive responses to presentations of supra-threshold stimuli to the ONH, which was manually located on the microperimeter before presentation of the first stimuli; tests with false-positive responses of more than 25% were considered unreliable and were repeated.

Statistical Analysis

The mean sensitivity (MS; in decibels [dB]) was calculated for the microperimetry tests performed using the threshold strategy and proportion of locations seen (PLS; %) was calculated for the tests performed using the defect-mapping strategy.

The test–retest variability of MS and PLS was calculated relative to their effective dynamic range to enable equivalent comparisons between the two parameters as follows:

1. Effective Dynamic Range: The effective dynamic range of the thresholding strategy was defined as the average threshold of the edge points \( n = 20 \) of the stimulus pattern from all tests of all participants at each visit, since these locations represent areas of normal function. Similarly, the effective dynamic range of the defect-mapping strategy was defined as the average PLS of the edge points \( n = 48 \). The average sensitivity and PLS were determined using random-coefficients models, a form of linear mixed-effects model to account for within-eye correlations.

2. Test–Retest Variability: Based on probability theory, the standard deviation (SD) of test–
retest differences that follow a normal distribution with a mean of zero can be calculated by multiplying the mean absolute difference by \(2/\sqrt{n}\). Thus, the SD was calculated using this method for each participant during each visit and then expressed as a percentage of the effective dynamic range (providing a normalized value of variability).

3. Comparison of Normalized Variability: The differences in the normalized SD between the two methods then were compared using another random-coefficients model.

The primary outcome measure in this study is the ability to detect change after accounting for measurement variability (to enable equivalent comparisons between the two testing strategies), evaluated using longitudinal signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) that were calculated as follows:

1. Variability of Each Method: This parameter was calculated by dividing the change in MS or PLS between visits by an estimate of its variability for each method. The estimates of variability were determined by first calculating best linear unbiased predictions for each eye using a linear mixed model (which are in essence predictions of the degree of change between the two visits, like a slope estimate). The SDs of the difference between the measured and predicted values then were calculated for each method to provide the estimate of variability.

2. Normalization of Change: The changes in MS and PLS between the two visits then were divided by their respective variability estimates to provide normalized estimates of change (or longitudinal SNRs); note that longitudinal SNRs are expressed as a ratio (which is a dimensionless quantity) per unit of time (t\(^{-1}\)).

3. Comparison of Normalized Estimates of Change: Another random-coefficients model was used to compare the normalized estimates of change (or longitudinal SNRs) between the two methods.

### Results

#### Participant Characteristics

A total of 30 participants were included in this study, and their mean ± SD age was 36 ± 6 years (range, 25–53 years). Median time between the two visits was 2 weeks (interquartile range = 1–4 weeks).

#### Test–Retest Variability

The effective dynamic ranges of MS for the first and second visits were 25.7 and 25.1 dB respectively, and they were 98.6% and 98.3%, respectively, for the PLS. The SD of the effective dynamic range-adjusted test–retest variability of MS (3.3%) was significantly higher than the variability of PLS (1.8%; difference = −1.5%, 95% confidence interval [CI] = −2.0 to −0.7%; \(P < 0.001\)). Plots of the test–retest differences against the average of the two tests for the unadjusted values are shown in Figure 2 separately for each visit.

Three examples of the test–retest variability of the two testing strategies are shown in Figure 3, illustrating how the defect-mapping strategy allows a precise characterization of the spatial extent of the deep scotoma, while threshold-based measurements can be variable especially at the edge of the deep scotomas.

#### Detection of Change Over Time

There was a statistically significant change in MS (−1.5 dB, 95% CI = −1.9 to −1.0 dB; \(P < 0.001\)) and PLS (−5.4%, 95% CI = −6.3% to −4.4%; \(P < 0.001\)) between the two visits (being the estimates of “signal”). The standard deviations of the residuals (being an estimate of “noise”) were 0.5 dB for MS and 1.1% for PLS. As such, the longitudinal SNR was significantly more negative (or a greater degree of change was detected relative to variability) for PLS (−4.70 t\(^{-1}\)) compared to MS (−2.74 t\(^{-1}\); difference = −1.96 t\(^{-1}\), 95% CI = −2.93 to −1.00 t\(^{-1}\); \(P < 0.001\)). The best linear unbiased predictions of the normalized values of change are illustrated in Figure 4.

Two examples of changes over time simulated by decreasing the size of the stimulus pattern (or increasing the size of the deep scotoma) are shown in Figure 5. In both examples, expansion of the area of the deep scotoma relative to the stimulus pattern was generally poorly captured by the threshold strategy due to the large interstimulus spacing, while the defect-mapping strategy allowed the progressive changes to be better characterized.

#### Testing Duration and Reliability

The average test duration, beginning from capture of the reference fundus image to completion of the examination, was significantly shorter (−0.5 minutes, 95% CI = 0.4–0.6 minutes, \(P < 0.001\)) for the microperimetry tests using the defect-mapping strategy (5.3 minutes) compared to the threshold strategy (5.8 minutes). Furthermore, a total of seven (5.8%)
and three (2.5%) tests using the thresholding and defect-mapping strategy, respectively, had to be repeated due to poor reliability.

**Discussion**

This study revealed that a defect-mapping microperimetry testing strategy exhibited a nearly 2-fold reduction in test-retest variability compared to the conventional thresholding strategy. This also translated into a nearly 2-fold improvement in the ability to detect a simulated progressive enlargement of deep scotomas with the defect-mapping strategy. These findings highlight the potential value of the defect-mapping strategy and warrant further investigations to determine whether this approach could allow disease progression in eyes with atrophic AMD and IRDs to be more effectively characterized.

This is the first study to our knowledge that has equivalently compared an approach that quantifies

---

**Figure 2.** Bland-Altman plots of the test-retest difference of the threshold and defect-mapping microperimetry testing strategies plotted against the average value from the two tests shown for the first (filled circles) and second (unfilled circles) visits separately; horizontal dashed lines represent upper and lower 95% CIs (SD, standard deviation).

**Figure 3.** Examples of test-retest variability of the defect-mapping and threshold microperimetry testing strategies in this study from three different representative participants, with the outcome measures being the proportion of locations seen and mean sensitivity, respectively. Note that the additional test location that is not consistent with the isotropic stimulus pattern represents the location where the false-positive catch trials were presented.
the spatial extent of functional abnormalities to the conventional approach of measuring visual sensitivity thresholds. The superior performance of the defect-mapping strategy at capturing simulated progressive enlargement of deep scotomas when compared to a thresholding strategy may be attributed to several factors. First, we previously observed that test–retest variability at the border of deep scotomas was high when using a thresholding strategy, meaning that this approach may have a limited ability to accurately measure the extent of functional abnormalities in eyes with deep scotomas. Second, the simulated progressive enlargement of deep scotomas may not be captured with the thresholding strategy due to the larger spacing between stimuli with this approach compared to the defect-mapping strategy. This may perhaps account for the recent observation of a nonsignificant treatment effect on the change in microperimetric threshold sensitivities in a recent trial of eyes with macular telangiectasia type 2, despite a significant treatment effect on the change in area of photoreceptor loss and a significant correlation between those two outcome measures. Finally, it is possible that the observer response characteristics are different during a detection task where visual stimuli spans a wide range of intensities (and often near the visual threshold), compared to a detection task involving only suprathreshold stimuli; future studies are required to examine this. Anecdotally, most participants reported that the defect-mapping strategy being easier to perform, and there were, indeed, more unreliable tests recorded when using the thresholding strategy.

The relative effectiveness of the defect-mapping approach would be dependent on the nature of visual function abnormalities in different retinal diseases. The use of the ONH of healthy individuals provided a model of a deep and localized scotoma, where there is a marked difference in sensitivities within and outside the ONH. This model would seem representative of eyes with atrophic AMD, given recent observations that microperimetric visual sensitivity thresholds immediately outside the border of atrophic regions were similar to the more distal non-atrophic regions, indicating how visual sensitivity losses are often deep and localized within atrophic regions. A similar observation of a marked difference in visual sensitivity within areas of photoreceptor loss or retinal pigment epithelium degeneration and unaffected retinal regions also has been reported in eyes with IRDs. However, it should be acknowledged that use of the ONH in young, healthy volunteers as a model of deep scotomas and simulation of its progressive enlargement through reducing the size of the stimulus pattern is only intended to provide a preliminary assessment of this approach. Future studies are needed to compare the effectiveness of the defect-mapping and thresholding strategies in actual eyes with atrophic AMD and IRDs, and also to understand which approach better reflects self-reported visual disability.

A limitation of this study is that the defect-mapping strategy used a single stimulus intensity (of 10 dB) when examining all test locations. However, a defect-mapping

![Figure 4. Normalized values of change over the two visits using the threshold and defect-mapping strategy on microperimetry, illustrating how the latter detected a greater degree of change relative to variability over the two visits.](image-url)
The approach should ideally account for topographic variations in normal visual sensitivity, and this approach could be enabled by future software updates by the device manufacturers. The defect-mapping strategy also could be improved in future studies through the use of more efficient testing algorithms that avoid redundant retesting of established deep scotomas, but instead increases the sampling density at its borders. Improved testing efficiency could also be achieved by incorporating structural information to guide the customized placement of test locations.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that a defect-mapping strategy on microperimetry testing enabled the progressive enlargement of deep scotomas.

*Figure 5.* Examples of change over time simulated by decreasing the size of the stimulus pattern from the second compared to the first visit for the defect-mapping (top in each example) and threshold (bottom in each example) microperimetry testing strategies in this study from two different representative participants, with the outcome measures being the proportion of locations seen and mean sensitivity respectively. Note that the additional test location that is not consistent with the isotropic stimulus pattern represents the location where the false-positive catch trials were presented.
to be more effectively captured than the conventional thresholding strategy, with a nearly 2-fold improvement in the degree of change detected relative to measurement variability. These findings underscored the potential value of a defect-mapping microperimetry testing strategy as an effective outcome measure in clinical trials of atrophic AMD and IRDs and warrants further investigation in such eyes.
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